
COVID-19 has dramatically changed the world of travel. As was the case in the 
aftermath of 9/11, travel security, risk rating and associated procedures will 
change permanently to manage the dynamics of this new normal. 

Travel planning now needs to start from a risk point of view over convenience, 
price and loyalty preference. Travellers and travel managers need to see all the 
available choices ranked firstly by risk. 

There is a significant duty of care responsibility to deliver a single end-to-end view 
of the new travel risks, integrating into corporate compliance and the booking 
process itself.

Understanding and navigating this rapidly changing environment is a complex 
challenge with many risk factors to consider when planning travel. 

So how can travel companies and corporate travel managers analyse this and 
factor it into their other policies and travel considerations when booking travel?

Not since 9/11 in our recent history has the world so 
dramatically changed in regards to traveller security and risk 
management. In being able to manage the impact and risk of 
what COVID-19 means and working with the new needs of 
corporate entities, goPassport has created a unique, singleview
of end-to-end risk for a corporate entity. 

Pre-travel risk assessment is now the most important tool for a 
corporate to fulfil their duty of care requirements to their 
employees.

Utilising world best practice in advanced analytics, and state-of-
the-art itinerary management, goPassport has built a world first 
platform for large scale, customised corporate travel risk 
assessment.
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Solution

OVERALL TRIP RISK IN MILLISECONDS

GOPASS Global is a travel risk management 
platform, built for the post COVID world. It 
uses data and machine learning to analyze risk 
and enable the restart of corporate travel whilst 
managing employee duty of care. The Gopass 
platform provides and end-to-end view of all 
the aspects of an employee’s trip and their risk 
of exposure in the cycle of travel. 

GOPASS Global enables travel companies, 
corporate travel managers and individual 
travellers to understand the risks and 
regulations of planned routes and navigate to 
the lowest risk travel options to support duty 
of care.
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Solution Components

GOPASS Bio Risk Map
Transforms complex data 
inputs into digestible risk 
factors
• JHU, WHO, CDC case 

data
• Testing rates
• ML based trending score
• Government response 

rating
• Geographic mobility 

changes
• Country data reliability
• Vaccine coverage data

GOPASS Geo Detail
Country based travel data, risk 
and trends
• State, county, airport, 

port
• Entry and exit 

restrictions
• Infection rates and 

projections
• Government response
• Social recommendations

GOPASS Corporate 
Management
Integrate travel policy and 
corporate facility status to the 
employee itinerary
• Integrated trip alerts and 

status change
• Reflect offices COVID-19 

operating policies
• Record policy 

compliance and status.

GOPASS Personal Health Risk
User defined, optional 
integration of individual 
traveller health factors into the 
risk profile.
• Separate personal risk 

score
• Data privacy 

management
• Used in conjunction with 

trip risk
• Can be integrated as a 

part of employee 
attestation for travel 
approval

GOPASS Travel Risk 
Optimizer
Provides a single view of all 
the biosecurity risk elements 
of a trip
• Arrival/Exit restrictions
• Flight route & transit
• Airport/Airline/Aircraft 

type
• Seat class
• Travel advisory
• Filter and corporate 

threshold management
Can be integrated into 
corporate approval 
platforms 

GOPASS Where Can You Go?
Answers the question on all travellers lips!

For leisure and corporate traveller's instantly tells you all the 
destinations that are open for you to go right now
• Destination and travel risk integration 
• Ranked by destination risk
• Entry restrictions
• Exit restrictions
• Country profile details

The country profile details provide links to latest regulations and 
any medical advice

GOPASS Travel Risk 
Assessment
Highly detailed Risk 
Assessment and Travel 
advisory on a selected trip
• Overall trip and sector 

risk ratings
• Detailed travel 

restrictions
• Trip hotspots
• Transit risk
• Cabin and seating 

advisory
• PDF and API integrated 

output

Where Can You Go?


